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(H2O and CO2)



Features of NIR observations (1)
• Detector

Optical (λ<～1μm)    - silicon CCD (Charge Coupled Device)
NIR (λ>～1μm) - semiconductor crystals

MOIRCS: HgCdTe arrays named HAWAII-2 (sensitivity: 0.9-2.5μm)

2k x 2k pixels 
per detector

 Inhomogeneous 
sensitivity

 Non-sensible pixels 
(bad/hot pixels)

 Notable differences 
among arrays



Features of NIR observations (2)
• High sky background → short exposure

 Strong emission by night airglow line (OH and O3)

 Variation in short time scale (several minutes ~ upwards of ten minutes)

OH 
airglow

Zodiacal Scattered Light
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Features of NIR observations (2)
• High sky background → short exposure

From Gemini webpage
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Which grim should be used?

Grisms for MOIRCS 

• Required resolution (Δλ) for your science  
• Wavelength coverage

 spec-z is available or not 
• Grism efficiency
• Brightness of targets

Figures from MOIRCS web page



If sky x t >> readout noise,
S/N ∝ √t (background limited).



*.mdp: the file where 
information of mask 
design is described  





Two-point dithering on the slit 





Procedure of data reduction

1. Raw data
2. Flat fielding
3. Interpolation of bad pixels
4. Removal of cosmic rays
5. A-B sky subtraction
6. Distortion correction
7. Extraction of individual 2-D spectra
8. Wavelength calibration
9. Removal of residual sky emission
10. Combining all of the spectra
11. Reduction of spectrum of a standard star
12. Flux calibration and telluric correction
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Wavelength calibration using OH airglow lines
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